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The Alula Advantage
We give you a competitive edge to grow

Alula is the fresh, new alternative for security 
professionals who want to modernize their businesses 
and drive new opportunities for growth.
 
We are 100% partner-focused. You won’t find us on 
Amazon or in the local big box store. The only way to get 
Alula is through your local security professional. Period.
 
The Alula platform is vertically integrated. From sensors 
to hub to network and app, we offer a complete, end-to-
end experience for security, automation and video on a 
lightning-fast, purpose-built network.

That allows us to bring you the full solution, from one 
accountable partner, at a more competitive price that 
helps you maximize RMR.
 
We don’t win unless you win. Let’s grow together.



Security the way consumers 
want it
Today’s consumers want security at 
their fingertips. Give it to them with 
our smart device control in one app.

Integrated video solution
The Alula video solution is easy 
to use and designed for business, 
homeowners and renters. Seamless 
and intelligent integration, with 
security and automation.

Smarter and more capable
The Connect+ is a modern, wireless 
security hub that cuts installation 
time, minimizes truck rolls, and 
helps to scale your business. 
From basic intrusion to advanced 
automation installations, Connect+ 
can do it all.

Smart home control
Total control from anywhere: arm 
and disarm your system, view 
live video, and adjust lights, locks, 
thermostats or garage doors.

Fast and reliable communication
Our communicators provide alarm 
communication through a broad 
selection of single and multi-path 
alarm communicators.

Top tier network
Our network is an IP-based, cloud-
hosted solution which delivers 
redundant, highly reliable and fast, 
two-way alarm signaling.
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Alula Experience
Reinventing the traditional security system. 
The Alula App removes the limitations of an outdated keypad on the 
wall and puts your customer’s property in hand. With smart device 
control, homeowners have a modern, connected security system for 
their on-the-go lifestyle, merging intrusion, automation and video 
into one app.

Inside the dealer-branded Alula App, customers can:

 y Completely control their home system from their phone

 y Adjust lights, locks, thermostats, and other Z-Wave devices

 y See a live view of all cameras

 y Talk and listen through cameras

 y Receive real-time notifications on motion and doorbell press

 y Review and save recorded video clips

 y Create favorites, scenes, and groupings on dashboard

 y Easily navigate a calendar of video recordings and security events

OUR PRODUCTS
Every industry experiences periods of growth and change. 
At Alula, we have a culture of not only anticipating 
industry trends but turning them to your advantage.  
We invent new ways to grow your business  
by developing innovative and cost-effective 
products. Serving your customers
becomes more streamlined and 
installations are faster.
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CONNECT+

A COMPLETE SECURITY AND 
HOME AUTOMATION PLATFORM

 y Modern Design  
Blends into any environment.

 y Easy to Install 
Simply place on any flat surface.

 y No Power, No Internet, No Problem 
Comes standard with battery backup.

 y Security you can count on 
UL compliant, blazing fast 
communications and control.

 y Customizable 
Simple snap-in modules for cellular 
backup, smart device control,  
and existing sensor takeover.

 y Smart 
Easily control smart devices  
and set up scenes and  
automation.

UNLIMITED CONFIGURATIONS

Z-WAVE PLUS
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RE6100P-XX-X CONNECT+ PANEL

Slot 1 & 2 Available Expansion Cards

LTE: RE929RPV

GSM: RE927RPA

WI-FI: RE926RS

LTE M1: RE930RPV

LTE M1: RE930RPA

DEVICE LINK: RE926RX

Slot 3 Pick 1 option

Z-WAVE: RE934Z

COMBINATION: RE934ZT

 y Ethernet Port

 y Backup Battery

 y UL Compliant

 y Snap-in Modules

 y Bluetooth Smart Radio Transceiver

RE6130P-XW-X CONNECT+ TWO 
WAY VOICE - VOIP

RE6130P-LX-X CONNECT+  
TWO WAY VOICE - LTE

CONNECT+ PANEL

* Compatible with 4G LTE and 5G network specifications

The Connect+ is the perfect security system for customers at any price point. With the addition of the new LED 
Keypad, you can offer a model to meet every need and price. Choose a price-conscious model to beat discount 
DIY or deliver a premium, dual-path solution with Z-Wave home automation and the slick Slimline Touchpad to 
serve the high-end market. Whichever you choose, you’ll get the same great quick-to-install system with our 
beautiful smartphone app for free.  That’s why Connect+ is the new choice for the Security Pro.

A CONNECT+ FOR EVERYONE

IP-only with app 
experience 

+ LTE-M1 Cell + LTE-M1 Cell
+ WiFi DeviceLink
+ Z-Wave

Ask your distributor about pre-enrolled Connect+ Kits!
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CONNECT+ EXPANSION CARDS

RE926RS WI-FI 

 y Placed in slot 1 or 2 in  
Connect+ panel 

 y Provides alarm reporting  
& interactive services to be 
offered over a home Wi-Fi 
network 

 y Can be used as primary or 
backup communication path

RE927RPA GSM 

 y Placed in slot 1 or 2 in 
Connect+ panel

 y Connects panel to varying GSM 
Networks

 y Easy, tool-free installation

 y AT&T network

 y Enables: alarm reporting, 
interactive control functions 
and Ethernet data reliability,  
all through GSM Network 

RE926RX WI-FI DEVICE LINK 

 y Placed in slot 1 or 2 in 
Connect+ panel

 y Provides a dedicated Wi-Fi 
connection path for up to four 
Touchpads

 y Secure, encrypted wireless 
communications

RE930RPV LTE M1 (VERIZON)
RE930RPA LTE M1 (AT&T)
 
 y Placed in slot 1 or 2 in 

Connect+ panel

 y Utilizes latest LTE technology–
Category M1

 y Compatible with 5G cellular 
standards

 y Narrow-band technology for 
longer range and increased 
coverage

NEW
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RE636 OUTDOOR SIREN STROBE

 y 2 to 5 year battery life

 y 100 dB Siren

 y Multiple siren and strobe 
cadences

 y Multiple lens color options

 y AC or battery powered

 y 11” tall x 12” wide 

SIRENS

RE626 WIRELESS SIREN 
BLUETOOTH

 y Full battery power for 6 months 

 y User-replaceable AAA batteries

 y Optional power supply (RE012-9) 

 y Bluetooth Smart radio 

 y 90 dBm siren 

 y Provides Connect+ status beeps

RE616 WIRELESS SIREN

 y Siren cadence synchronized  
to panel 

 y Wall-powered with backup 
battery 

 y Strong wireless range 

 y RE150-U transmitter included

CONNECT+ Z-WAVE EXPANSION CARDS

RE934Z Z-WAVE™

 y Placed in slot 3 in Connect+ 
panel 

 y Provides communication with 
door locks, appliance modules, 
thermostats, etc. 

 y Enables broad range of home 
automation features

RE934ZT COMBINATION 

 y Placed in slot 3 in Connect+ 
panel

 y Enables both translator & 
Z-Wave services to be offered 
on a Connect+ installation

 y Supports life safety devices 
like carbon monoxide 
detectors and fire alarms from 
Honeywell, 2GIG, GE and DSC

NEW
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RE652 PINPAD

 y Secure, 4 to 10-digit disarm code 

 y 1-button arming 

 y Mounts on the wall with  
VHB™ tape 

 y Option to use as primary  
or back-up keypad device 

 y LED indicator

 y Reversible backplate for wall  
or tabletop mounting

RE657F / RE657F-R
FLAT MOUNT TOUCHPAD

 y Flat, low-profile Touchpad for a 
classic look

 y 9” x 5.3” footprint covers paint 
lines surrounding old panels

 y Included transformer allows for 
wiring into existing wire runs

 y Wall mount only

RE600-5 FIVE BUTTON FOB

 y Secure, encrypted wireless 
transmissions 

 y Low battery indication 

 y LED indication of data 
transmission packets  
being sent

RE667B / 667W / 667W-R / 667B-R
SLIMLINE TOUCHPAD 

 y Includes wall and tabletop 
mounts

 y Video camera enabled with 
2-way audio

 y Real time system status

 y 7-inch color touchscreen

 y Battery backup

 y Hardwire to low voltage or 
plug-in to the AC tranformer

INTERFACES

RE663 LED KEYPAD

 y Displays real-time status 

 y Easy-to-read LED keys

 y Light bar confirms arming 
status

 y Wall or table mount

 y AC powered, or 1-year battery 
life

 y User replaceable AA batteries

 y 5-year manufacturer warranty

NEW

TOUCHPADS

The new Slimline Touchpad 
doesn’t rest on its stylish curves 
alone, it controls every aspect 
of a modern security system, 
including video, automation 
and intrusion sensors. 
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Sensors & Accessories

At Alula, we believe security should be simple.  

Most of our sensors and accessories are universally 
compatible and work with GE, Honeywell, 2GIG and 
DSC, as well as the Connect+ Platform. 

Enhance your customers’ existing alarm system 
with industry-leading universal wireless sensors.

* Alula is not affiliated with GE, Honeywell, 2GIG or DSC.

See page 23 for SUPPORTED PANELS PRODUCT NUMBERS     à
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SENSORS: INTRUSION

RE601 DOOR/WINDOW SENSOR

 y Magnet & internal reed switch 
operation 

 y 2 supplemental hardwire zones 

 y Cover tamper 

 y 10-15 year battery life

RE629 GLASSBREAK SENSOR

 y Variable detection range of up 
to 20 feet

 y Low battery and tamper 
indication

 y VHB™ tape included for easy 
installation

RE606 TILT SENSOR

 y Monitors any lifting or  
tilting door 

 y Triggers at approximately  
45 degrees tilt 

 y Mount vertically in non-alarm 
position 

 y Strong, reliable RF signal 

 y 10-15 year battery life

RE033-16 METALMAX
HOUSING FOR NANOMAX

 y Mount in narrow spaces 

 y Improved RF performance when 
mounting on metal 

 y Footprint less than 1/2”

 y 16-pack

RE610P INDOOR MOTION 
SENSOR - PET IMMUNE

 y IR Sensor & signal processing 

 y Pet immunity up to 80 lbs 

 y Coverage range of 44’ with 90° 
field of view 

 y 6-8 year battery life

RE622 NANOMAX™  
DOOR/WINDOW SENSOR

 y Tiny and discreet, blends into 
any door or window 

 y Small but powerful, transmits 
at the full FCC limits, 
maximizing range 

 y Support for external contact 

 y 1-inch magnet gap 

 y 6+ year battery life
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SENSORS: ENVIRONMENTAL

RE619 HOME DISASTER

 y Tri-Mode environmental 
sensing 

 y Detection of water, low, high 
temps 

 y Reports on 3 unique zones 

 y Cover tamper 

 y 8-10 year battery life

RE618 FLOOD & TEMP SENSOR

 y Reports 3 unique IDs for flood, 
freeze & heat 

 y Transmits while floating 

 y Transmits actual temperature 
to Connect+ Panel

 y Custom high and low 
temperature thresholds

 y IP-67 waterproof 

 y High tech venting design  
and technology 

 y Titanium probes for corrosion 
resistance
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SENSORS: LIFE SAFETY

RE614 SMOKE ALARM

 y Highly reliable smoke alarm 
with three detection elements: 
photoelectric smoke, fixed 
heat, and rate-of-rise detection 

 y Built-in temporal 3 sounder 

 y Long range transmitter 

 y UL217 certified

RE615 CO ALARM

 y 70-400ppm detection

 y Long range sensor and  
built-in temporal 4 sounder

 y Meets UL2034 specifications

RE617 HEAT ALARM 

 y Highly reliable heat alarm with 
fixed heat and rate-of-rise 
detection elements

 y Built-in temporal 3 sounder

 y Long range transmitter

 y UL539 certified

RE603 PANIC PENDANT

 y Portable device for 
emergencies

 y Single, red button for ease  
of use

 y Water resistant

 y LED blinks every minute for 
user assurance

 y Includes elastic wrist band and 
lanyard

NEW
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SENSORS: SPECIALTY

RE607 OUTDOOR DOOR 
WINDOW SENSOR

 y Industry-leading wireless 
range and battery life

 y Wide magnetic gap distance

 y Two built-in external contact 
zones

 y IP67 waterproof enclosure 
rating

RE653 OUTDOOR MOTION 
SENSOR 

 y Adjustable detection range 
(2m or 5m) 

 y Intelligent SDMA logic 
provides stable detection, 
even outdoors with small 
animals 

 y Horizontal adjustability

RE661 COMMERCIAL INDOOR 
MOTION SENSOR

 y Wall mounted 

 y 40ft x 40ft detection area 

 y Rodent tolerant 

 y Optional 60ft x 6ft lens for 
hallways

 y RE045 Long Range Lens 
modifies RE661 when mounting 
in hallways (60ft x 6ft)

RE659 360 INDOOR MOTION 
SENSOR 

 y Mounts on ceiling 

 y 360° detection area 

 y Wireless, battery operated 

 y 25-40ft detection diameter

NEW

The new Outdoor Door Window Sensor instantly extends 
a security perimeter, providing early warning on distant 
buildings and fence gates. Add peace of mind for your 
customers with swimming pool gates.
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COMMUNICATOR
BAT-CONNECT COMMUNICATOR    
BAT-CONNECT-V  (VERIZON) OR BAT-CONNECT-A  (AT&T)
WI-FI, CELLULAR, & INTERNET ALARM COMMUNICATOR

 y Video ready! Increase RMR with new video services on     
old systems, brings Video Doorbell online

 y Add a Slimline Touchpad to legacy system takeovers

 y Upgrade to Z-Wave™ automation, control in the Alula App

 y Triple path communications ensures fast installs - ethernet, 
Wi-Fi™  or CAT-M1 cellular*

 y Universal panel compatibility

NEW

*Compatible with 4G LTE and 
5G network specs.

2019 WINNER

FEATURING CAT-M1 CELLULAR TECHNOLOGY

 y Alula is the only company that can solve this sunset 
AND free you from worrying about a future 4G sunset. 
That’s because Alula is the only security provider to 
use CAT-M1 cellular technology. This communication 
path has been optimized for the security and home 
automation industry and will migrate to the 5G band 
once 4G is eventually retired.

 y Competing communicators will force you to roll a 
truck in 5 years and fix the mistake you are making 
today. Solve the problem once and for all with the 
BAT-Connect.

No other communicator 
offers such a modern 
upgrade to so many 
existing legacy systems.

See Alula’s sunset offer 
at alula.com/sunset

Additionally, the BAT-Connect offers Tip-and-Ring support for all panels that use Contact ID including 
DSC (Alexor, Impassa, Neo),  Honeywell (Vista 10p, 15p, 20, 128) and Interlogix/GE (Concord 2, 3, Express).

PC1616
PC1832
PC1864
PC5020
PC580

PC1555/1555MX
PC5010

Vista 15p
Vista 20p
Vista 21ip

First Alert FA148CP
First Alert FA168CP

Safewatch Pro 3000

NX-4/NX-4V2
NX-6/NX-6V2
NX-8/NX-8V2

NX-8E
Concord 4

GEM P800
GEM P801
GEM P816
GEM P1632

THIS UNIVERSAL COMMUNICATOR OFFERS FULL INTERACTIVE 
SUPPORT AND AUTO PANEL CONFIGURATION FOR:
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UNIVERSAL TRANSLATORS  
& REPEATERS

RE508X UNIVERSAL HARDWIRED TRANSLATOR

 y 8 zone input
 y Output: Connect+, GE, Honeywell, 2GIG, and DSC
 y 24-hour rechargeable backup for all non-

powered zones
 y Minimum 4 hour rechargeable battery backup 

for powered zones
 y Fast and easy installation without any exposed 

antennas
 y Rechargeable battery
 y Spacious and well-designed wiring areas  

to ensure quality, error-free installations
 y Single button, simplified 

enrollment reduces 
learning curves & 
programming errors

 y Field configurable RF 
settings handling all 
widely installed sensors 
& panels on the market

 y Hardened design 
enabling UL compliance

HARDWIRED

RE524X UNIVERSAL WIRELESS TRANSLATOR  
AND REPEATER

 y Supports up to 128 zones
 y Input: GE, Napco, Honeywell, 2GIG & DSC
 y Output: GE, Honeywell, 2GIG & DSC
 y Repeater: GE, Honeywell, 

2GIG & DSC
 y Fast and easy installation 

without any exposed 
antennas

 y Rechargeable battery
 y Single button, simplified 

enrollment reducing 
learning curves and 
programming errors

 y Field configurable RF 
settings handling all 
widely installed sensors 
& panels on the market

 y Hardened design 
enabling UL compliance

WIRELESS

RE620 CONNECT+ REPEATER

 y Extends the range of Connect+  
Wireless Sensors

 y Rechargeable Backup Battery
 y Cover and wall tamper
 y 5-Year Warranty

RE621 TOUCHPAD RANGE EXTENDER

 y Extends the range of Connect+ Touchpads

 y Single-button enrollment

 y 5-Year Warranty
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CAMERAS

Alula Video on the Alula Connect+ Platform is 
a must have for any modern security system.                             
The video platform seamlessly integrates Wi-Fi™ cameras 
with intrusion sensors and Z-Wave automation devices in 
one easy-to-use app. 
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CAM-DB-HS2-AI - VIDEO DOORBELL

The new Alula Video Doorbell is perfect for the front door of any 
security system. With 1080p resolution and crystal clear night 
vision, your customer will always be able to clearly see what’s 
outside, even during rain or in darkness. Equipped with 2-way-
talk capabilities, the Alula Video Doorbell lets your customer 
connect with their visitor through their smartphone whether 
home or away. Equipped with AI that detects human shapes, 
porch pirates don’t stand a chance and the customer can receive 
alerts for only the actions they consider meaningful. No system 
is complete without an Alula Video Doorbell!

Features:

 y 1080P FHD Video

 y AI Powered Person Detection

 y IP65 Weatherproof

 y 2.4GHz/5GHz Dual Band Wi-Fi

 y Infrared Night Vision

 y 16GB MicroSD card included

RE700 - INDOOR MINI CAMERA

With a magnetic base, the Alula Indoor Mini 
Camera is designed for simple and quick 
installation. Makes indoor security monitoring 
easy with its 720p HD video, two-way audio, and 
clear-as-day night vision. The RE 700 balances 
cost and top-notch performance.

Features:

 y 720p Video

 y 111° Wide-Angle Lens

 y Infrared Night Vision

 y Built-in microphone and speaker

 y Built-in 2.4GHz Wi-Fi; 5VDC power supply

CAMERAS
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CAMERAS

RE702 - INDOOR 360 CAMERA

A Wi-Fi camera with remote pan and tilt 
control in the Alula App. Panoramic viewing 
angles deliver a full 360° field of view, 
perfectly complimenting large, open floor 
plans. On movement detection, the 360 
automatically captures clips to the Alula 
Cloud, delivering real time notifications and 
video recordings through the Alula App.

Features:

 y 1080p Video

 y 360° Horizontal FOV

 y Two-Way Audio

 y Supports 2.4GHz Wi-Fi

 y Infrared Night Vision
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RE701 - OUTDOOR BULLET CAMERA

Your customers can watch over their home remotely 
with the Alula Outdoor Bullet Camera. This Wi-Fi 
security camera extends your customers’ security 
perimeter in high-fidelity. The two-way audio 
delivers real-time conversation with someone at the 
door, backyard or garage. Installation and camera 
provisioning is almost instant, following the setup 
wizard in the Alula App.

Features:

 y Rugged, compact IP66 weatherproof housing

 y Dual antennas for extended 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi range

 y 1080p HD video

 y Two-way audio

 y Infrared night vision

 y 2-Year warranty

CAMERAS
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Customers want easier access to 
their connected lives. Combine 

security, home automation and 
video inside a single app that’s 

easy to use. 
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Protect your customers with the only all-in-one smart 
security and interactive solution designed exclusively 
for professionals.
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Product Part Number

CARDS

Cellular CAT-M1 RE930RPV/RE930RPA

Wi-Fi DeviceLink RE926RX

Communicator, Wi-Fi RE926RS

Z-Wave RE934Z

Z-Wave + Translator RE934ZT

INTERFACES

5 Button FOB RE600-5

PIN Pad RE652

LED Keypad RE663

Slimline Touchpad RE667B/667W/657WF

TRANSLATORS & REPEATERS

Hardwired Translator RE508x

Connect+ Repeater RE620

Touchpad Range Extender RE621

SIRENS

Wireless Siren RE616

Wireless Siren Bluetooth RE626

Outdoor Siren Strobe RE636

INTRUSION SENSORS

Door/Window Sensor RE601

Nanomax RE622

MetalMax RE033-16

Outdoor Door/Window Sensor RE607

Tilt Sensor RE606

Glassbreak RE629

PIR Pet Immune RE610P

Outdoor PIR RE653

360 Indoor PIR RE659

Indoor Motion Sensor (Commercial) RE661

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSORS

Temperature Sensor RE605

Flood & Temp Sensor RE618

Home Disaster RE619

LIFE SAFETY
Smoke Alarm RE614

CO Alarm RE615

Heat Alarm RE617

Panic Pendant RE603

Product GE Honeywell 2GIG DSC

5 Button FOB RE100-5 RE200-5 RE200-5T NA

PIN Pad NA NA RE252T NA

Door/Window Sensor RE101 RE201 RE201T RE301

Nanomax RE122 RE222 RE222T RE322

MetalMax RE033-16 RE033-16 RE033-16 RE033-16

Outdoor Door/Window Sensor RE107 RE207 NA NA

Tilt Sensor RE106 RE206 RE206 NA

Glassbreak NA RE209 RE209 NA

PIR Pet Immune RE110P RE210P RE210T RE310P

360 Indoor PIR NA NA RE259T NA

Indoor Motion Sensor (Commercial) RE661 NA RE261T NA

Temperature Sensor NA NA RE205T NA

Flood & Temp Sensor RE118 RE218 RE218T NA

Smoke Alarm RE114 RE214 RE214T RE314

CO Alarm RE115 RE215 RE215T NA

Panic Pendant RE103 NA NA RE303

Hardwired Translator RE508x RE508x RE508x RE508x

Wireless Translator RE524x RE524x RE524x RE524x



CONTACT ALULA

2340 ENERGY PARK DRIVE, SUITE 100 
ST. PAUL, MN 55108 

1-888-88-ALULA   •   WWW.ALULA.COM


